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The general cutwidth problem and the problem of

;

embedding a three dimensional cube on a cycle Of the form of

a regular octa.goh is described.

Next; the splutions of the

minimum cyclic cutwidth of a three dimensional cube embedded

6nto a cycld problem are investigated,/ The total number of
such solutions is found and the solutions are listed in a

table and catagorizedv

Switching neighbor vertices between

which the cutwidth is thre

of minimum cyclic cutwidth of

three dimensional cubes solutions are described as generators

of a permutation group.

Lastly, the structure of the

permutation groups of the,minimum cyclic cutwidth solutions
is investigated and the iiaplications Of using the permutation
groups to find solutions in higher dimensions is discussed.
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1-1

ONE

^

The follcwing set ot definitions will be used throughout

the papef.

A graph G is a structure consisting of a set of

vertices V and a set of edges E that conhect the vertices.
An n-cube is a n-dimensional unit cube with 2"^ vertices and

n(2

edges.

of O's and I's.

We represent vertices of an n-cube as n-tuples

Edges conhect pairs of vertices oh the n-

cube that differ in only one coordinate in their n-tuples.

The w6rd edge will only be used when referring to the n-cube.

The general cutwidth problem is one of several types of
graph labeling problems studied in combinatorics.

A graph

labeling problem is concerned with finding the optimal way(s)
to label the vertices of a domain graph G on a range or host

graph H, Subject to certain objectives.

The function that

labels or embeds the vertices of the domain graph G on the
range graph H is one to one and onto.

Thus, each vertex on

the domain graph G has a corresponding yertex on the rahge
graph E and each edge of the domain graph G has a

correspGnding path on the range graph H. A path is a

sequence of edges that connect adjacent vertices on the range
graph H.

Vertices are called adjacent if connected by an

edge on the domain graph G or by a path on the range graph H.

Neighbor vertices are vertices of the range graph H that
are listed or drawn next to each other on the range graph,

without regfard to th^ir connection by a path.

In Figure 1/

vertices 1 ahd 2 are both adjacent and neighbor vertices.
This is because th^^

are both connected by an edge on the

domain graph G and are drawn next to each other on the range

graph H.

Vertices 2 and 3 are not adjacent since they are

not connected by an edge on the domain graph G or by a path
incident to verticee 2 and 3 On the range graph H.

Vertices

2 and 3 are neighbor vertices though, because they are drawn

next to each other On the range graph H.

Vertices 2 an<i 4

are adjacent because of the edge incident to them on the
domain graph G and the path ihcident to -ttiem on the range
graph H.

But, they are not neighbor vertices, since they are

not drawn next to each other on the range graph H.

Domain Graph G

Range Graph H

Figure 1

1-2

THE GENERAL CUTWlpTH PROBLEM

The general cutwidth ;^rOblem is a recently considered
problem from graph theory.

The survey paper by F. R. K.

Chung [2} provides much of the background of what is
currently known about the general cutwidth problem.

The

general ctitwidth problem is concerned with finding the

bptinial wayi^

to embed the vertices and edges of the domain

graph fi en the rahge graph H such that the maximnia ni^^

of

paths dra^ between any two neigfhbor yertiees on the range
.graph :iB::minimized.:■

The linear cutwidth,Ln(G)r of a graph G ie a special

case Of the general cutwidth probloin with the range graph a
path P with n vertices♦

If any twb vertices are connected

with an edge on graph G/ then they must alsO be connected

with a path on graph P.

If a path travels past a vertex on

the range graph P on its way to a more distant vertex, then
it is considered to pass through each vertex that it passes
by.

The maximum number of paths passing between any two

neighbor vertices on P is calculated and recorded as the
cutwidth Of that embedding.

Each Of the n! permutations of

the vertices of G embedded on path P has its own cutwidth.

The solution of the cutwidth problem Ln(G) is the minimum of
the cutwidths recorded for each of the possible embeddings of
G on P.

For example/ let the domain graph be the graph of the

Square with the vertices iaj3e3_ejj
2.)

(See Figure

If this square is embedded on a path, then there are 4!

= 24 ways to label the vertices of the path*

The value of

the solution of the minimum cutwidth must be greater 'than or
equal to two.

Since every vertex on the domain graph h^s two

edges incident to it, theh two paths must exist that are

incident to each vertex On fhe range graph.

Because thO

range graph is a path/ yertices must be placed on the ends of

the path.

Hence, any vertex placed on the end has tw6 paths

leave it.

Thus, the linear cutwidth between an end vertex

and its neighbor vertex is two, regardless of the permutation
of the vertices.

Hence, the value of the linear cutwidth of

a square embedded on a path is greater than of equal tp twb.

Square with Vertices

Path Range Graph

Path Range Graph

Labeled with Numerals

with Cutwidth - 2

with Cutwidth = 4

1

1

Figure 2

2

3

Figure 3

■ ; 3 . ■ ■ ■ 2^;
Figure 4

If we find a permutation of the vertices that has only
two paths between each pair of vertices, then we have found a

solution. (See Figure 3.) There are a total of eight
permutations of the vertices that result in two as the value

of the minimiim linear cutwidth of a square embedded on a
path.

These permutatiohs are: 1234, 2341, 3412, 4123, 4321,

3214, 2143, and 1432•

Note that each solution in the list

also has its reverse order included in the list.

The other

16 permutations, one of which is shown in Figure 4, lead to a
cutwidth value greater than two.
J.D. Chavez and L. H. Harper [1] have solved the

cutwidth problem when n-cubes are embedded on range graphs
that are linear and have also solved the cutwidth problem
when n-^cabes are emtjedded on grids.

When the range graph H

is a grid, the cutwidth problem is concerned with minimizing
the number of paths that pass any point oh the grid.

The cyclic cutwidth of an n-cube, Qn, has as its range
graph a cycle in the form of a regular 2'^-gon, where

niMaber of vertices on the graph of Qn.

is the

The range graph is

not required to be regular, but it helps to visualize and;

draw the prbblem if it is a regular polygon.

1-a

CYGLIC CUTWIDTH OF THREE DIMENSIONAL CUBES

When calculating the cyclie cutwidth of a three
dimensibnal cube, the domain graph is a three dimensional

unit ;cube Q3.

The vertices of Q3 are ordered triples (x, y,

z) with ohiy 6'a and 1's; as coordinates. Edges connect
vertices that differ in only one coordinate in their ordered

triples.

Thus (0, 0, 0) connects to (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0),

and (0, 0, 1). (See Figure 5.j
For ease of use in this paper, we will label the
vertices of the three dimensiohal unit cube in a numerical

order.

Vertex 1 will correspond to the vertex labeled as an

drdered triple (0, 0, 0). Vertex 2 will correspond to (1, 0,
0). Vertex 3 will correspond to (1, 0, 1). Vdrtex 4 will

correspond to (0, 0, 1). Vertex 5 will correspond to (6, 1,
1,).

The other three vertices will be numbered so as to

complete a circuit. (See Figure 6.)

The eight vertices and twelve edges of the three

dimensional cube are embedded on a range graph that is a

cycle in tho form of a regular octagbnHg. (See Figure 7.)

Three Dimensional Unit

Three Dimensional Unit Cube

ordered Triple vertex Labeling

Numerical Vertex Labeling

As
axis

ax2.s

(0,0,1)

(1,0,1)

(0,1,1):

(1,1,1)

y axi

y ax±s
(0,0,0)

/
(1,0,0

(0,1,0)

8

(1,1,0)
axis

axis

N/

Vertices of a Three Dimensional

Cutwidth Diagram

Cube Embedded on an Octagon

Cutwidth 2

Figure 8

Since the function that embeds the domain graph on the
range graph is one to one and onto, the vertices that are
connected by edges on the cube are still connected by paths
on the octagon.

Paths actually travel around the outside of

the octagon passing through each vertex they pass by. Paths

6

can tr^el in^q ways aroiind^t
actuaiiy directipnless,

A path is

the

traveling clockwise or counter clockwise around the octagon

fiom a Starting point to an ending point.

For visual clarityf we will draw paths to connect the
vertices with straight lines through the interior of the

octagon. This method of drawing the paths through the
interior of the octagon does not change the vaiue of the
cutwidth.

There is some confusion though when a path travels

directly through the center of the octagon.

These paths must

be drawn slightly curved in order to miss the center of the

To calculate the cyclic cutwidth, C(Q3), count the
number of paths that pass between each pair of neighbor

vertices of an embedding of the vertices and edges of Q3 ph
Hs.

Given the visual representation of paths passing through

the octagon one would locate the center of the octagon Hs and

draw eight rays that originate at the center and pass between
each pair of neighbor vertices of Hs.

(See Figure 8).

The

number of paths that each ray crosses is then found and the

maximum number of paths crossed between any two neighbor
vertices of Hs is noted and recorded as th® cutwidth of that

drawing of the range graph Hs.

This value is the cyclic

cutwidth of Qa for that particular permutation of the
vertices and arrangements of the paths of Q3 embedded onto Hs.
The process is then repeated for a new permutation of
the vertices or new arrangement of the paths.

When each

possible peritiu^^

and ail of the arrangenienfs of the paths

for each possible permiitation have beeh checked, then the
value of G(Qa) is the minimum of the recorded maj^imuni Values.

1-4

aMangements of a three pimensional cube embedded: on a

• ■.-••regular .OCTAGON

One can think of a permutation of the vertices of Q3 as

a distinct way to squash the yertices and the stretchable and
contractible edges of a three dimensiona,l Cube onto a two

dimensional regular octagon.

:

Which side of the cube is

placed facing upwards along with how the cube is twisted when

squashed deterTnines which of the permutations is generated.
The qight vertides of. the graph of Q3 can be embedded on
the octegbn Hs in (8-1)! = 5040 ways.

After the vertices

are embedded on Hg, the paths representing the edges must
still be drawn.

The two vertices incident to an edge on the

domain graph Q3 partition the remaining vertices of the

octagon Hg into two subsets.

The path on Hg representing this

edge will travel past all of the vertices in oue subset or
the other.

path.

Thus there are two ways td draw each edge as a

This results in 2^^ = 4096 ways to draw the paths for

each permutation of the vertices of Q3.

Thus the total

number of different embeddings of the vertices of Q3 onto Hg

with each distinct path pattern counted is (7!)(212) =
(5040)(4096) = 20,643,840 cases.

8

1-5

MINIMUM CYCLIC CUTWIDTH OF A THREE DIMENSIONAL CUBE

The cutwidth of certain Oases, Of a three dimensional

cube Q3 embedded onto an dctagOn He could have a value as high

as twelve.

This occurs when the twelve paths are drawn such

that each path passes between a pair of neighbor vertices.
The computer program in Appendix A found that there are
96 Cases out of the 20,643,840 possible cases that lead to a
maximum cutwidth Of three.

This is the smallest cutwidth

value found by the program which calculated the cutwidth of

each of the 20,643,840 cases.

Thus, there are 96 solutions

to the minimum cyclic cutwidth of a three dimensional cube
embedded on a cycle in the form of an octagbh.
The minimum cyclic Cutwidth solutions have all of their

paths drawn the shortest distance around the octagon and thus
pass through the smallest subset of vertices possible,

in

addition, a minimum cyclic cutwidth permutation will have np
path incident to two vertices that are directly across the

octagon from one another.

This will keep paths from passing

through the center of the octagon.

Due to the symmetry of the underlying range graph,

rotation of the vertices by ^/4 or any of its multiples does
not change the value Of the cutwidth.

Hence, there is no

lack of generality if the permutations are listed in Table 1
with vertex number 1 first.

If you reverse the order of the

vertices of any of the solutions, then this results in a new
solution that is also included in the 96 solutions.

The

number of this reverse order of the vertices solution is also
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1-6

THE FOUR TYPES OF MINIMUM GYCLIC GUTWlDTH SOLUTIONS

The 96 solutions of the minimum cyclic cutwidth problem
have 4 distinct arrangements of their paths.

The first

pattern has all of the neighbor vertices of the octagon
connected by a path and a square pattern in the center of the

octagon.

(See Figure 9.)

Since the neighbor vertices are

connected by a path, they are considered adjacent.

This

square pattern arrangement, denoted by a [], appears 12 times

in the 96 solutions.

It is interesting to note that this

pattern occurs when the permutation of the vertices requires
you to travel a circuit though the vertices and edges of the
cube ending at the vertex you started from.

The vertices are

labeled on the octagon in the order they are traveled through
while completing the circuit.

The second pattern looks

similar to the first pattern, but a pair of neighbor vertices
which had three paths between them have switched places.

This leaves two pairs of neighbor vertices not adjacent, with
one adjacent pair between them. (See Figure 10.)

This

pattern, which is denoted by a {}, appears the most of the
four arrangements.

solutions.

It appears a total of 48 times in the 96

The third pattern has four pairs of neighbor

vertices not adjacent alternately around the octagon. (See
Figure 11.)

This pattern, denoted by <>, occurs 12 times in

the 96 solutions.

The fourth pattern also has two pairs of

neighbor vertices not adjacent, but now these pairs of
nonadjacent neighbor vertices are directly across the octagon
from one another.

(See Figure 12.)
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There are 24 instances

of this pattern in the 96 solutions, each denoted by a ().
The first time that each pattern occurs in the 96 solutions
is shown in the figures below.

Solution #2 {}

Solution #1 []

Figure 9

Figure 10

Solution #4 ()

Solution #10 <>

Figure 11

Figure 12

12
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2

SWITCHING NEIGHBOR VERTICES OF MINIMUM CYCLIC CUTWIDTH
^V.SOLUTIONS/. ■ ■ '
•
■
. ■

Once the soiutions of the minimum cyclic Cutwidth
are found, it is natural to ask if it is possible to

generate addrtional solutions if only one solution ia known.
The answer; to this qhestion is yes.

If neighbor vertices

between which there is a cutwidth of three are switched, then
a different solution from the list 96 solutions is the

result.

When Figures 9 through 12 are studied you will

notice tliat eaGh type of solution has four sets of neighbor
vertices between which the cutwidth is three and four sets of

neighbor vertices between which the cutwidth is two.

On

every type of solution, the neighbor vertex sets between
which the cutwidth is two and three alternate as you travel

in either direction around the octagon.

If you begin with a solution similar to solution #1 in
Figure 9, then switching any of the four sets of neighbor
vertices between which there is a cutwidth of three will

yield a solution similar to solution #2 in Figure 10,

Thus a

solution of type [] becomes a {}aftbr undergoing a switch pf
neighbor vertices between which there is a cutwidth of three,
When you begin with a solution of type <> similar to solution

#10 in Figure 11 and switch any of the four sets of neighbor
vertices between which there is a cutwidth of three, then a

solution of type {} is also the result.

13

Likewise, if you

start with a solution of type () similar to solution #4 in
Figure 12, then a solution of type {} is generated by a
neighbor vertex switch between which the cutwidth is three.

If you begin with a solution of type {}, then any of the
other three types could be the result.

If the neighbor

vertices that were switched to generate the {} solution from
the [] solution are switched again, then the original []
solution is the result.

When the neighbor vertices of

cutwidth three directly across the octagon from the neighbor
vertices that were switched in the first step are switched,
then a solution of type {} becomes a solution of type <>.

If

one Of the other two neighbor vertices between which there is

a cutwidth of three are switchedr then a solution of type ()
is created.

Hence, a {} type solution will become a [] under

one potential neighbor vertex switch.

It will become a <>

under a second potential neighbor vertex switqh and a ()

under the other two potential neighbor vertex switches.

The

above discussion is summarized in Table 2.

. ■ TABLE 2

Solution

Solution Type Generated by a Switch of Neighbor

Type

Vertices Between Which there is a Cutwidth of 3

[]

y'v' -.,:: ■

{}

<>

()

{} ^

{}

, [] or <> or ()
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2^2

PERMUTATION GROUPS OF SOLUTIONS OBTAINED BY SWITCHING

NEIGHBOR VERTICES OF MINIMUM CYCLIC CUTWIDTH SOLUTIONS

While it is possible to generate additional solutions
from other solutions, it isn't possible to generate all of

the 96 solutions from a single solutiPn using only switches
of the sets of neighbor vertices between which the cutwidth

is three. Given any of the 96 solutidns, it is only possible
to generate:15 additional solutions.

The 16 solutions that

can be generated from one another are isomorphic to a

permutation group. It is possible to generate any of the
other 15 members of a permutation group using one or more
switches of the neighbor vertices between which the cutwidth

is three, but not possible to generate any solution outside

of the permutation group. The elements of the permutatipn
group are switches of the neighbor vertices between which the
cutwidth is three along with composition of the switches.
The operation on the group is composition of switches of
neighbor vertices between which the Cutwidth is three.

The

order of the the set of solutions S is |s| = 96 and the order

of each of the permutation groups |P| = 16. Thus, |s|/jp( =
96/16 = 6 which is the number of permutation groups of the

solutions V

Thus, six permutation groups are isomorphic to

six families of order 16 in S.

Each permutation group is isomorphic to each of the

other five permutation groups in regards to the types of
solutions in each of the permutation groups.

Each

permutation group contains two solutions of type [], two

solutions of type <>, four solutions of type (), and eight

15

solutions of type

If we begin with solution #1 in Figure 9 then we see
that the neighbor vertices between which the fautwidth is
three are: 1 and 2, 3 and 4, 5 and 6, 7 and 8.

Written as

cycles, these neighbor vertex switches become? (1 2), (3 4),
(5 6), (7 8), with (1 2) signifying switching vertices 1 and
2.

These neighbor vertex switches are the generators of

neighbor vertex switch permutatioh group #6. (See Figure 18).
As shown in Table 3, the generators do not necessarily
remain the same for each of the six permutation groups.

Pairs of permutation groups will have the same generators
because each solution has a reverse order of its vertices
that is also one of the 96 solutions.

This causes each of

the six neighbor switch permutation groups to have a reverse

order of the vertices neighbor switch permutation group with
the same generators.

The reverse order of the vertices

neighbor switch permutation group #1 is neighbor switch
permutatioh group #4.

The reverse order of the vertices of

permutation group #2 is permutation group #5 and the reverse
order of the vertices of permutation group #3 is permutation
group #6. ■

TABLE 3

Permutation Group

■

Generators of the Permutation Groups

i 1 and 4

(1 4), (2 3), (5 8), (6 7)

2 and 5

(1 8), (2 7), (3 6), (4 5)

3 and 6

(1 2), (3 4), (5 6), (7 8)
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The identity 1 of a permutation group is defined as the

neighbor vertex switch whiefd every vertex remaihs in its
place on the cycle.

JVn identity neighbor vertex switch is

also generated by a compositibn of two of the same switches
executed in succession.

It is important to note that all 16

members of a permutation group will have a,Cutwidth of three

betwhen the same four pairs of neighbor vertiGes.

Thhs

permutation groups 3 and 6, which are generated by the
generators; (1 2), (3 4), (5 6), (7 8); can be written as the

follpwing cycles and compositioh of cycles: I, (1 2), (34),
(5 6), (7 8), (1 2)(3 4), (1 2)(5 6), (1 2)(7 8), (3 4)(5 6),
(3 4)(7 8), (5 6)(7 8), (1 2)(3 4y(5 6), (1 2)(3 4){7 8),

(1 2>(5 6y(7 8>, (3 4){5 6)(7 8h> (1 2)(3 4)(5 6)(7 8).
Permutation groups 2 and 5 can be written as the cycles and

composition of cycles: I, (18), (27), (36), (4 5),
(1 8)(2 7), (1 8)(3 6), (1 8)(4 5), (2 7)(3 6), (2 7)(4 5),
{3 6)(4 5), (1 8)(2 7)(3 6), (1 8)(2 7)(4 5),
(1 8)(3 6)(4 5), (2 7)(3 6)(4 5), (1 8)(2 7)(3 6)(4 5).

peimutation groups 1 and 5 can be written as the cycles and

coitippsition pf cycles: I, (1 4), (2 3), (5 8), (6 7),
(1 4)(2 3), (1 4)(5 8), (1 4){6 7), (2 3)(5 8), (23)(6 7),
(5 8)(6 7), (1 4)(2 3

(1 4)(2 3)(6 7),

(1 4)(5 8)(6 7), (2 3>(5 8)(6 7), (1 4)(2 3)(5 8)(6 7).

2-3

GRAPHS OF THE PERMUTATION GROUPS PRODUCED BY SWITCHING

NEIGHBOR VERTICES OF MINIMUM CYCLIC CUTWIDTH SOLUTIONS/

The lines connecting each solutibn indicate that the
solutions are one neighbor vertex switch from each other.
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NEIGHBOR SWITCH PERMUTATTON GROUP #1

-I :6}

{8}

<36>

(38)

(28)

{40}

{85}

Figure 13

{ 5}

7

(33)

<25>

[39]

NEIGHBOR SWITCH PEMuTATION GROUP #2
[15]

<73>

{75}

{13}

{16}

{67}

(76)

(14)

(65)

(91)

{74}

{92}

[90]

18

<68>

NEIGHBOR SWITCH PERMUTATION GROUP #3
[17]

<71>

{69}

{18}

{21}

(20)

(70)

(93)

(23)

{72}

{95}

{94}

{24}

<22>

[96]

NEIGHBOR SWITCH PERMUTATION GROUP #4

[52]

<62>

{64}

{50}

{51}

{56}

(63)

(49)

(54)

(88)

{86}

{53}

{87}

Figure 16

[85]

19

<55>

NEIGHBOR SWITCH PERMUTATION GROUP #5

[82]

<60>

my

[58}

{81}

{78}

(83)

57

(46)

(80)

{59}

{48}

{45}

<77>

[47]

Figure 17

NEIGHBOR SWITCH PERMUTATION GROUP #5

[ 1;]'

{3}

{ 9}

<10>

(30)

Figure 18

(11)

(41) :

[44]
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( 4)

<31>

CHAPTER

3-1

THREE

TIME COMPLEXITY

Due to the multiple calculations involved with finding a
hew permutation from the 5040 permutations and then finding

,

and checking the cutwidth of each of the 4096 arrangements of
the edges around the octagon for that permutation, a computer
must execute many instructions as it evaluates the cyclic

cutwidth of each case. The cdmputer used to evaluate the
mininium cyclic cutwidth of a three dimensional cube has a 25

MHz processor that took approximately 3 minutes to solve the
problem and print the data on the screen.

Considering recent

advances in computer technology, it is not beyond the ability
of current Gomputers with faster prbcessing to calculate the

cyclic cutwidth of a three idimensional cube in less than one

minute. For simplicity I Would like to propose that all
20,643,840 cases of the cyclic cutwidth of a three

dimensional cube could be checked and the minimum found today
or in the near future on an advanced computer in 1 second.

This is ^/i80 of the time actually used by the 25 MHz
processor.

The four dimensional cube embedded onto a t^o ,

dimensional I6-gon would have 16 vertices to permute and 32
edges to draw.

Thus the four dimensional cube would have

(151)(232) = (l,307,674,368,000)<:4,294;967,296i^ =^^
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cases to check.

This is 2.72 x lO^^ times the number of cases

as the three dimensional cube.

If it would take an advanced

computer one second to check each case and find the minimum

cyclic Gutwidth of a three dimensional cube, then it would

take 2.72 X

seconds or approximately 8.6 million years to

find the value of the minimumi cyclic cutwidth of a four
dimensional cube using a fast computer.

Hence, finding the

minimum cyclic cutwidth of an n-dimensional cube, n a 4, is
impossible using my computer program without astronomical

advanges in the processing speed of computers.

3-2

IMPLICATIONS OF SWITCHING NEIGHBOR VERTICES OF MINIMUM
CYCLIC CUTWIDTH SOLUTIONS IN HIGHER DIMENSIONS

If permutation groups of minimum cyclic cutwidth of n-

dimensional cubes solutions exist in dimensions higher than

three, then it cbuld be possible to use the knowledge of how:
the permutation groups are generated in three dimensions to
help find all of the solutions in higher dimensions.

The n-

cube would be embedded onto a two dimensional 2'^-gon, with 2^
the number of vertices of the n-cube.

If one solution of the

[] type, or any other type, could be found from each

permutation group, then all of the solutions could be

generated by hand in a reasonable amount of time using
neighbor vertex switches between which the cutwidth is three.

It is possible to believe that one could find all of the []
type minimum cyclic cutwidth solutions to the four or even
higher dimensional cube embedded onto a two dimensional

22

2'^-gon by inspection, since this type of solution is
generated by completing a circuit of the vertices.

The

solver would need to find all of the possible circuits of the

vertices and check them manually by drawing a picture.

Then

using neighbor vertex switching and the symmetric
distribution of the types of solutions in the permutation
groups, it would be possible to find all of the other

solutions within all of the permutation groups.

While this

would definitely require a great attention to detail and many
hours, it is conceivable that all of the solutions and hence
the number of solutions to a n-dimensional cube embedded onto

a two dimensional 2'^-gon could be found without using a
computer which are currently too slow to solve the problem
using my program in a reasonable amount of time.
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APPENDIX

A

COMPUTER PROGRAM

This program written in C"'"'" calculates the number of
permutations that are generated when the eight vertices of
the three dimensional cube are arranged at the vertices of a
regular octagon.

It also finds the total number of cases

that occur when the edges of the cube are drawn on the

octagon, either clockwise or counterclockwise, as paths for
each permutation.

The main purpose of the program is to find

the minimum cyclic cutwidth of a three dimensional cube
embedded on a regular octagon and list all of the solutions.

The solution's permutation and a binary code that describes
the direction the path is drawn is printed.

0 indicates the

edge is drawn clockwise around the octagon and 1 indicates
the edge is drawn counterclockwise around the octagon.

program octagon;

uses crt, strings;
const

OUTPUT_FILE_NAME='
c

out.dat';

FORWARD - 0;
BACKWARD = 1;

EXPECTED_PERMS =5040;
EXPECTED_CASES = 20643840;
NUMBER_OF_VERTICES = 8;
NUMBER_OF_EDGES = 12;
MAX_CUT = 4;
DIGITS_OF_BINARY =12;
NUMBER_OF_CONFIGS = 4096;
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teinp_G6tinter_type = record

point_l: integer;
point_2; integer;
end}

edge;^recprd_^type = record

point_l: integer;
point_2: integer;
directidn: integer;
end;- vf
' 5=/-text;;.-..
■ ■var

■ 

output_file: ftype;
perm: array[1. .lSKJMBER_OE_VERTICjE]S] of integer;
octagon__array: array [l.. (NUMBER_OF_VERTICES
2 ) ] of
integer;
edges_array: array[1. .NUMBER_OF_EDGES ] o f
edge_record_type;
cdunter_array: array[1..NUMBER_OF_VERTICES, 1..NUMBER OF
VERTICES] of integer;
temp_counter: temp_counter_type;
LARGEST CUT: integer;
count: integer;
ACTUAL_JPERMS: integer;
ACTUAL_CASES; longint;

function open_data__flie (var G>utput_file: ftype): boolean;
var
output_operi_error: boolean;

I-;;,

begin

assign (output_file, 0UTPU'I^FILE_NAME);
rewrite (output_file);
if ioresult = Ov-tben;
output_open__error:= FAESE '
else

output_open_error:= TRUE;

if (output_openi_error — FALSE) then
open_^ata__file:=: TRUE;
exit;
■

end
else

openjdata^file:- Fi^SE;
^end;- ■

procedure zdroKCOunters;
var

; indexl, index2: integer;
for indexl:= 1 to NUMBER OF VERTICES do
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;

for index2:= 1 to NUMBER_OF_VERTICES do
counter_array[indexl][index2]:= 0;
end;

function get_largest_cut: integer;
var

indexl, index2, largest_cut: integer
begin
largest_cut:= 0;

for indexl:= 1 to NUMBER_OF_VERTICES do
for index2:= NUMBER_OF_VERTICES downto (indexl + 1) do
if (counter_array[indexl][index2] > largest_cut)
then

largest_cut:= counter_array[indexl][index2];
get_largest_cut:= largest_cut;
end;

procedure set_up_first_perm;
var

index: integer;
begin

for index:= 1 to NUMBER_OF_VERTICES do
perm[index]:= index;
end;

procedure zero_configuration;
var

index: integer;
begin

for index:= 1 to DIGITS_OF_BINARY do
edges_array[index].direction:= FORWARD;
end;

procedure set_octagon_array
var

index: integer;
begin

for index:= 1 to NUMBER_OF_VERTICES do
begin
octagon_array[index]:= perm[index];

GOtagon_array[index+NUMBER_OF_VERTICES]:= perm[index];
end;
end;

procedure set_edges_array;
var

index: integer;
begin
edges_array[1].point_l:= 1;
edges_array[1].point_2:= 2;
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3_array

e<iges_array

.point_2:= 3

^dges_array
e<3ges_^array

.ppint_l:= 3
.point_2
4

array

_array

.point_l:= 4
.point_2:=5

_array
_array

.poiiit__2:== 6

3_array

edges_array

•point^i:== 5
.point_^l:= 6
.pOint_2:= 7

edges^afray

.poin"t__l:% 7
.point_2
8

edges_array
edges_array

.ppint_l:= 8
.point_2;= 1

3_array

.point_li= 1
.point_2:= 4

_drray

edges_array

edges_array
.point_l:= 2;
edges_array 103.point_2:= 7;
edges_array 113.point_l:= 3;
edges_array 113.point_2:= 6;
edges_array 123.point_l:= 5;
edges__array 123.point._2:= 8;
end;

procedure initialize_^va2rs;
'begin v,-
^zerd_j:jdunters
set_edges_array;
set_up_firstiperm;
ACTUAL_PERMS:= 0;
ACTUAL_CASES:= 0;
end;

procedure print^results;'■;
index, largest_cut; integer;
;___cut:= get_largest_cut;
write(output_file, 'Perm; '); ;
for index:= 1 to ITOMBER^OF^E^
begin
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do

write(output_fiie, perm[index]);
■end:;'

:

writ.e(output;_file> ' '
write(outputs file, 'Octagon:

');

for/indexi- 1 to {iroMBERJ>P_VE

2> dp

'■"begin.' ' -:

write(oiitpnt_file, oGtagon_array[ index ]);
''end;.

' writa{ontpnt_^file',,y
write(output^file, 'Binary:

');

for index:% 1 to NUiffiER OF:

write(output_file, edges_^array[index] .direction);
end;

write(dutput^file,. , '■ .

,

write(output^file, 'Largest Gut: ', largest_cut);
end;:;' -:

■

f unction find_indek(target: integer): integer;
var

index: integer;
found: boolean;

,index;-.'l;t'-- '

-Cty'' - ' -.

found:= FALSE;

while (index <= NUMBER_OF_VERTICES) and (not found) do
-v'begin

if bbtagon_array[index] = target then
found:= TRUE;

inc(index);
end;

find_index:= index - 1;
e'nd;.

function increment_counter(digit_l: integer; digit_2:
integer): boolean;
var

increment__suGcessful: poolean;
inGrement_suGGessful:^ TRUE;

inG(Gounte±^array[digital][digit_2]);
if GOunter_array[digit_l][digit_2] >= MAX_CUT then
inGrement_suGGessful:^ PIUIjSE;
incrbment_Gounter:- inGrefflent_suGGessful;
■end';.

function do_^counters_^between(OGtagon_index: integer;
Stop_^yertex: integer): boolean;
var

go; boolean;
■

go;= TRUE,;\\./

whi1e (octagbn_array[octagon^i

<> stop_vertex) and

temp^counter.point_l:= oct.agon_>array[octagon_index J;
inc(octag6n_index);
teinp_epnnter.point_2:= OGtag6n_array[octagon_index];
if temp_counter.point_2 < temp_counter.point_l then
temp:- temp_counter.point_l;
temp_cc>unter.p6int_l;= temp_counter.pGint_2;
teinp_cdunter.point^2:- temp;
-end;

go;= increment_counter(temp_^gountdr.point_l,
teinp_counter.point_2);
end;-' '

do_.counters_between:= go;
end;

function go__thru^edg^s: boolean;
var" ■

start_iridex, edge_num: integer; . y
proGeed: boolean;
begin
, v-zerp_GOunters:;-'-

■ edge_num.:=

.

.' ■ ■ ■

proGeed:= TRUE;

while (edge_num <= NUMBER_QF_EDGES) and (proGeed) do

if edges_array[edge_num].direGtion = FORWARD then
start_index:= find_index{edges_array[edge_ntim]
. ;■ ■ ■ ^: ..:^.point_l); , ^; '.v' ,
proGeed:= do_Gounters_between(start_index,
edges_atray [ edge_num],point___2);
'end;'-:' . :
elae;/^

start_index:= find_index(edges_array[edge_num]
'v.;.>point:^2j-;:
'
proGeed:= do_Gounters_between(start_index,

edges_arraytGdge_num}ipoint_l);
end;''':;

inG(edge_num);
end;'

go__thru__edges:= proceed;
end:; ': • ■
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proGedur© inci-einent^binairjr

integer);

if edges_arra^[index].direction = FbRWARI> then
edges^arrayiindex]vdiredtion r
^ ■ .'■else' ■ ■ ■. :

' /begin::;7: Vv: -;-
edges_array[index].direction;W FORWARD;
increment^binary(index - 1);
;■ end;:!
end7 :: .

\

^

.procedure. calculate_cut;
var .
'^:/ ■/■^/■ ' ''A^
count/, smallest_;:^cnt; integer;
print: /boolean; .
■ percent_done: real; ■'//
■'■■■// .'/• :// ■ ./■//■.
'begdn/ :
zero_configuration;
E>ercent_done:= (ACT^
/ EXPECTED_PERMS) * 100;
writeln{' % ', round(percent_done));
■ count.r^ .'i-;"'. .
■.'; //// ■ ^' '

r

while ic<^virit <== <NUMBER_DJ^GON^^

db

;:,/,print :;=■.'gb_thru_edges';/
. i,f-'print'then
. print-results-;

//'/■::;y/ - ' 

- -■lnC(ACTtlALj:ASES);
increment_binary(DIGI^S^OB^BIFtARY);
- -■ .-ihcicount);: / . - //'
end;- .
■

; '/'inc {'Actuai^ases > j /;,
print:= go_thru_edges;
■ ■ .-i.f/print-then- '-V\print_results; '



■and;-- - ■-//--:

procedure next perm;
..var

tenip: array[1. .NUMBER_OF_VERTICES] of integer;
i;
.-/:/-/h.;--' : -■
index;

temp_int;
ntax_num;

max_index;
times: integer;
done: boolean;

done:= FALSE;

for ir?= (NUrffiER^0FJ7ERTICES T 1^ downto 2 do
begin-' ■ ' 

if (perm[i] < perm[in-lj and (not done) then
begin
max_num:— NUMBER_OF^VERTieES + 1;

V for h r= iJUMBER^pE_^^

downto (i+1 > do

if (permfi} < peim[h]y) and (perm[k] < max^niim) theii
perm[h]?

ma3i__^index:=■■•h;'',
■ , ■ end ?.
'-'endf
temp^infe:= perm[ij;

perm[i]:= perm[max__index ];

perm:[iaax^index|:— tCTip^int,
f or h;= i+1 to NUMBER OF \®RTIGES do

^tempf h] := penn[h|7
■end7' ' ' ■
for h:= 1+1 to NUMBER OF VERTICES do

permlh) := temp[NUMBER_pF_VER'i'ICES+i+I-h};
end}
' ■■■done.?=-TRUE7- .
^ end

^'endy
.end;

begin
■ ■ clrscr;

if open_data_file(output_file) — TRUE then
-beg.i:n ■ ■ ■
writeln('Data File Opened - Run is Successful');
initialize_vars;
set_octagon_array;

inc(ACTUAL_PERMS);
V--;. ;Cal'CUiate_G'ut-;' .

V f or count;= 2 to EXPEeTED___PERMS do
V

begin V; ;
r.next^enn;' /.v;

. ; ' :V

set_^octagpn^array7:-'- V' :

calcillate^cut;

■

:'end;-\
■ : ;.y
■
iwriteln('Expected Permutations:
EXPECTED_PERMS);
writeln(output_flie, 'Expected Permutations: ',
EXPECTED_PERMS);

■

writeln(' Actual Permutations: ', ACTUAL^PERMS);
writeln(output_flie, 'Actual Permutations: ',
ACTUAL_PERMS); •

v

writeln( 'Expected Cases:
■

^

\ V; ^ ^

', EXPECTEI>_CASES)r;

' 'Expected cases:

',

EXPECTED_CASES);

writein( 'Actual Cases: ', ACTUAL_CASES);
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writeln(output;_filev 'Actual Cases: ', ACTUAL_
close(output_file);
end;
else

writeln('Error - Data Files Not Opened');
writeln('Press the ^Enter— key to end the program');
readln;
end.
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APPENDIX

B

DRAWINGS OF THE 96 MINIMUM CYCLIC CUTWIDTK SOLUTIONS

The drawings of the 96 minimum cyclic cutwidth solutions

when a three dimensional cube is embedded onto a cycle in the
form of a regular octagon are listed in order from the

smallest numerical value of the permutation of the vertices
to the largest numerical value of the permutation of the

vertices.

Rotating the octagon by

or any of its

multiples does not change the value of the minimum cyclic
cutwidth, thus vertex 1 is always drawn at the top of the
octagon with no loss of generality.

The solution numbers in

Table 1 are the same as the drawing numbers found to the top

left of each drawing.

The characters [], {}, <>, () listed

after the drawing number correspond to the types of solution

that are described in section 1-6, and show which type of
solution is drawn.
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Solution #1 []

Solution #2 {}

Solution #3 {}

Solution #4 ()

Solution #5 {}

Solution #6 ()

34

Solution #7 ()

Solution #8 {}

Solution #9 {}

Solution #10 <>

Solution #11 ()

Solution #12 {}
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Solution #13 {)^

Solution #14 ()

Solution #15 []

Solution #16 {}

5

Solution #17 [1

Solution #18 {)

6

8

5
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Solutio# #19 {}

Soliitibn #20 ()

1

Solution #21 {}

Solution #22 <>

5

Solution #23 (>

Solution #24 {>

8

Solution #26 {}

Solution #25 <>

6

6

7

Solution #27 {}

Solution #2B ()

7

Solution #29 {}

Solution #30 ()

1
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Solu-fcion #31 <>

Solution #32 {} :

Solution #33 ()

Solution #34 {}

Solution #35 {}

Solution #36 <>

39

Solution #37 {}

Solution #38 ()

7

SOlution #39 []

Solution #40 {}

6
7

Solution #41 {)

Solution #42 {>;

4

40

Solutiori #43 {}

Solution #44 []

2

6

Solution #45 {}

Solution #46 ()

6

Solution #47 []

Solution #48 {}

41

Solution #49 ()

Soiutipri #50 {}

Solution #51 {}

Solution #52 []

7

Solution #53 {}

Solution #54 ()

42

Solnti.on #55 <>

Solution #56 {}

1

Sdlution #57 ()

Solution #58 {}

:5

Solution #59 {}

Solution #60 <>

43

solution #61 {}

Solution #62<>

Solution #63 ()

Solution #64 {}

Solution #65 ()

SOlutioii #66 {}

44

Solution #67 {i

Solution #68 <>

c

5

Solution #69 {}

Solution #70 ()

5

Solution #71 <>

Solution #72 {}

45

Solution #73 <>

SOlution #74 {^

\
7

Solution #75 {}

Solution #76 ()

Solution #77 <>

Solution #78 {}

3

46

Solution #79 {}

Solution #80 ()

Solution #81 {}

Solution #82 []

Solution #83 {)

Solution #84 {}

47

Solution #85 []

Solution #87 {}

Solution #86 {}

Solution #88 ()

8

6

Solution #89 {}

Solution #90 []

48

Solution #91 {)

3

Solution #92 {}

2

Solution #93 ()

Solution #94 {}

Solution #95 {}

Solution #96 []

4
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